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29182 You're browsing old versions of Truecaller. Here you will find APK files of all versions of Truecaller available on our website, published so far. The latest version: Descriptions :250 million people rely on Truecaller for their communications needs, either for subscriber ID or to block unwanted calls and SMS. It filters
unwanted and allows you to connect with people who matter. With a community-based spam list updated by millions of users around the world, Truecaller is the only app you need to make your communication safe and effective. Features : Free chat with friends and family in Truecaller - Automatically identify every
unknown SMS - Automatically block spam and telemarketing messages Block by name and series Number Best Caller ID in the world will identify those Who Calls You - Block Spam and Telemarketing - See the names of unknown numbers in the history of the call - Record the calls of important phone calls and save
them on your phone (not compatible with Android Pie) emojis and status in an instant for your friends and backup call history, contacts, messages and settings in Google Drive Mandatory versions of Android : KitKat (4.4-4.4.4) - Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) - Marshmallow0 - 6.0.1 - Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) Users
interested in installing True caller in Android 8.0-8.1 Users interested in installing True caller in Android 4.4.2 usually download : Additional suggestions for True caller set in Android 4.4.2 by our robot : May 13, 2017 Description Download True-Caller Name and Address 4.2 APK. Only displaying the phone number and/or
city caller. The real landline Caller ID of Truecaller shows the caller's number and name. Finally, a free and real landline truecaller subscriber Id Utility exists for Android. HIT ANDROID GAMES (3294) Download Blackjack! U2660ufe0f Free.May 31, 2019 Messenger for Android 2.2, Android 2.3, Android 4.0, Android 4.1,
Messenger for Android 4.2, Android 4.3, Android 4.4. Download the Messenger App for your Android device and enjoy text messages with friends. Messenger App integrates with Android to give you the best experience and performance. November 10, 2019 Truecaller: Caller ID - Block 10.56.7 Pro Premium Apk - Mod
Lite Latest - is an app for Android Communications. Download the latest version of Truecaller: Caller ID and Apk block for Android with a direct link. Millions of users trust Truecaller for their communication needs, whether it's identifying unknown calls or blocking spam SMS. November 21, 2018 Download free Truecaller
APK for your Android phone or tablet, file size: 26.24 MB, Truecaller 10.5.7 compatible with Android 4.4.2.Download True caller name ID, which calls 5.3.2 APK for APK File named and APP developer NumBuster!. The latest Android APK Vesion True subscriber name ID, which calls the name of the subscriber
NumBuster, which call 5.3.2 can free download APK Then install on Android Phone.Download Phone.Download Phone.Download For AndroidTruecaller App AndroidTruecaller is a free call management app that shows who makes calls to your number. This android app helps identify incoming ID subscribers in case you
don't have that number saved in your local phone book. Truecaller has built a reputation as the most reliable subscriber identification app in the world. If you run a business orRead More.Truecaller: Caller ID - Block 10.58.6 Pro Premium Apk - Mod Lite Latest - is an androidDownload communication app the latest version
of Truecaller: Caller ID and Block Apk For Android with a direct linkMillion users trust Truecaller for their communication needs, whether it's identifying unknown calls or blocking spam SMS. It filters out the unwanted, and allows you to connect with people who matter. With a community-based spam list supported by 250
million users, Truecaller is the only app you need to make your communication safe and effective. You can check and visit any of these sites to find your favorite shows and movies as all of these websites offer content in high quality video permissions and different formats. To find the right movie or game at your request,
you have a magic search bar on the homepage of My Download Tube.Conclusion: Here we have shared a list of the 20 best sites to download free movies in full. My Download Tube is a complete entertainment platform where you can't only watch and download free movies, but can also download games for free.
Hollywood HD movies for mobile free download. Allowing the user to upload the video in high definition, the site allows you to watch the trailer before choosing either to stream or download the movie. The free mobile app keeps content handy and lets you stream anywhere in your ease. This website has more on offer.
Powerful Dialer: - The world's best Caller ID will identify those who call you - Spam and Telemarketing Block - See the names of unknown numbers in call history - Flash messages - Share location, emoji and status in the blink of an eye for your friends - Know when your friends are free to talkSmart SMS app: -
Automatically identify every unknown SMS - Automatically block spam and telemarketing SMS - to make it public or searchable. Truecaller: Caller ID - ApkTruecaller Block: Caller ID - ApkWhat's New Block:Introduction of Group Chats! A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller. Join the groups
you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your number phone closed. Communicate in groups without sharing your number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Fashion Info: Premium Gold features unlocked;
Disabled/Deleted unwanted permissions and recipients and services; Analysts/crashes are off. Google PlayTruecaller is an android app app lets you determine who's calling them outside of the information in the address book. It also works as a call blocker for unwanted people, spam and telemarketing. With Truecaller,
there will be no more private number calls on your phone. In addition to identifying subscribers, the app can block them. It also does the footwork for you with its massive telemarketing base and spam subscribers in your surroundings. You can browse through the names and numbers, too, and the app will provide you
with some information about the phone carrier. It even makes a certain amount of presence detection. The app is overwhelmingly accurate. This is due to ads, but they are not intrusive. It works on all smartphones controlled by either WiFi or mobile data. Therefore, it is not heavy for resources, takes less than 10MB of
your storage space. However, the use of Truecaller does raise privacy issues. Installation requires permission to access the phone book, and then numbers are added to its database. Use the app at the price of your own privacy. Truecaller is a reliable, effective and accurate app. While this bring up privacy concerns for
some people, it also adds ease to using a smartphone. However, if you are unsure whether your information is there, remember that you may not be on the list from that service. - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule
mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a
long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent
later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to
schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode- Fix bugs and improve - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve
stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just a long click tap button and switch to SMS Schedule mode -
Error fixes and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long
time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later. Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Fix bugs and improve stability - Added the ability to schedule SMS messages that will be sent later.
Just press the send button for a long time and switch to SMS Schedule mode - Error Fix and Improve Stability Introducing Truecaller 11! All new homes - with all your calls and messages in one place Full Screen Caller ID Clean and Simple Design Introducing Truecaller 11! All new homes - with all your calls and
messages in one place Full Screen Caller ID Clean and Simple Design Introducing Truecaller 11! All new homes - with all your calls and messages in one place Full Screen Caller ID' Clean and Simple Design Introducing Truecaller 11! All new homes - with all your calls and messages in one place Full Screen Caller ID
Clean and Simple Design Introducing Truecaller 11! All new homes - with all your calls and messages in one place Full Screen Caller ID Clean and Simple Design - All new modern design problems with melody have been solved The last seen should be easier to see now Fixed error, which caused problems when the
code set Fixed errors with the recovery from backup All new modern design Problems with melody have been solved The last seen should be easier to see now Fixed error that caused problems when the code set Fixed bugs with the recovery from backup All new modern projects Problems with melody were solved The
last seen should be easier to see now Fixed error, which caused problems when the code set Fixed bugs with recovery from backup Last seen should be easier to see now Fixed error that caused problems when set codes Fixed errors with the recovery from backup All new modern design problems with melody were
solved Last seen should be easier to be easier See Now Find amazing GIFs and send them to Truecaller Chat messages Various speed improvements and crash fix chat messages Different speed improvements and fixes with crashes All new modern Last seen should be easier to see now Find amazing GIFs and send
them to Truecaller Chat messages 'Fixed bug on some devices that have caused problems with incoming calls ' Various speed improvements and accidents All new modern design The last seen should be to see now Find amazing GIFs and send them to Truecaller Chat messages Fixed bug on some devices that
caused problems with incoming calls Various speed improvements and crash fixes Find amazing GIFs and send them to Truecaller Chat messagesFixed bug on some devices that caused problems with incoming calls - Fixed error that caused the last seen to be hidden occasionally fixed error that caused SMS messages
to get stuck Fixed error on some devices that caused problems with some devices that caused problems with incoming calls Inbox calls Various speed improvements and emergency fixes Fixed error that caused SMS messages to get stuck Fixed error that caused the last seen to be hidden sometimes Fixed error on
some devices that caused problems with incoming calls that caused SMS messages to get stuck Fixed error that caused the last seen to be hidden sometimes Fixed error on some devices that caused problems with incoming calls Various speed improvements Present group chats! A safe and private way to
communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number private. Communicate in groups without sharing your number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of
the group. Introducing group chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number private. Communicate in groups without sharing your number with strangers. No
more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Introducing group chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number private.
Communicate in groups without sharing your number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Introducing group chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only



after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number private. Communicate groups without sharing their number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Introducing group chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on
Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number private. Communicate in groups without sharing your number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Introducing group
chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number groups without sharing their number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of
all members of the group. Introducing group chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone number private. Communicate in groups without sharing your number
with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Introducing group chats! ??? ? ? ? A safe and private way to communicate with anyone on Truecaller.Join groups that you really want to join. Receive messages only after you accept an invitation. Keep your mobile phone
number private. Communicate in groups without sharing your number with strangers. No more fake group members. See Truecaller profiles of all members of the group. Have you tried Truecaller Voice calls so far? High quality free voice calls on data/Wi-Fi.Fixed bugs on older versions of Android that caused problems
with Last Seen - have you tried Truecaller Voice calls so far? High quality free voice calls on data/Wi-Fi.Fixed bugs on older versions of Android that caused problems with Last Seen - have you tried Truecaller Voice calls so far? High quality free voice calls to data/Wi-Fi. fixed bugs on older versions of Android that caused
problems with Last Seen - Introducing Truecaller Voice! High quality voice calls with anyone on Truecaller using data/WiFi. Introducing Truecaller Voice! High quality voice calls with anyone on Truecaller using data/WiFi. Introducing Truecaller Voice! High quality voice calls with anyone on Truecaller using data/WiFi.
Introducing Truecaller Voice! High quality voice calls with anyone on Truecaller using data/WiFi. Introducing Truecaller Voice! High quality voice calls with anyone on Truecaller using data/WiFi. High quality voice calls with anyone on Truecaller using data/WiFi. Various errors and crash fixed error fix, that caused some
SMS messages to get stuck when sending Various crashes and error fixesEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan Stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with gold Caller ID All Premium features included - Record calls, who
scanned your profile, No VIP ads - all your requests will be given the answers to the high priority Sending Various Crash and Bug fixesEarlier version: Introduction to Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan to stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with Gold
Caller ID All Premium features included - Call Call Who viewed your profile, No VIP-support ads - all your requests will be answered to priority - Error Fix that caused some SMS messages to get stuck when sending Various Crash and Error fixesEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium
plan to stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with a gold Caller ID ' No VIP-support ads - all your queries will be answered for priority Important Update: Multiple flats fixed and bugs removedEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium stand
out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with a gold Caller ID All premium features included - Call Recording, Who's reviewing your profile, no VIP ads : A few fixed and error-removedEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan to stand out and
get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, All will see you with gold Caller ID All premium features included - Record calls, who viewed your profile, no VIP support ads - all your requests : A few somies corrected and errors removedEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan
to stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold Everyone will see you with Gold Caller ID' All Premium features included - Record calls, who viewed your profile, No VIP support ads - all your requests will be answered to the highest priority Important update: Multiple crashes fixed and errors
removedEarlier version: Introduction truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan To stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, all will see you with a Gold Caller ID' Who is browsing your profile, no VIP support ads - all your queries will be answered to priority - Fix for PUBG players! No
pop-ups will appear, When you play Truecaller Premium subscribers can switch to the Truecaller Gold plan easyEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium stand out plan and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with gold Caller ID All Premium features
included - Call Recording, Who browsed your profile, No ads No pop-ups will not appear when you play Truecaller Premium subscribers can go to the A: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium stand out and get noticed - You subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with Gold Caller ID' All
Premium features included - Record calls, who scanned your profile, No VIP support ads - all your requests will be answered to high priority Grab your loved ones by sending a quick smiley face to Truecaller Chat! An earlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan Stand Out and Get
Noticed - When you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with gold Caller ID All Premium features included - Record call, who scanned your profile, No VIP-support ads - all your queries will be answered to high priority - Corrected SMS ringtone Error Added to the option of automatic top spammers :
Introduction truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan Stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with gold Caller ID All Premium features included - Record call, Who viewed your profile, No VIP-support ads - all your requests will be given answers to high priority -
Fixed SMS ringtone error Added automatic update of top spammers (only for premium users) : Introduction truecaller gold - our most exclusive Premium Stand out plan noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with Gold Caller ID All Premium features included - Record calls, who viewed
your profile, No VIP-support ads - all your requests will be answered to high priority - Fixed SMS ringtone error Added the ability to automatically update top spammers (only for premium users) : Introduction truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan, Everyone will see you with Gold Caller ID ' All Premium features
included - Record calls, Who viewed your profile, No VIP-support ads - all your queries will be answered to a high priority - Added the ability to automatically update top spammers (premium only) Optimized speed for Truecaller ChatEarlier version: Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan , All will
see you with Gold Caller ID ' All Premium features included - Record call included - Record call included Who is browsing your profile, no ads - all-inclusive VIP support - all your requests will be answered to priority? Introducing Truecaller Chat! Now you can freely message anyone on Truecaller. Send videos, photos and
messages and more! 'Chat Without Saving Numbers' Identify Fake News ' Easy to Switch Between and SMS Try it and let us know what you think! Introducing Truecaller Gold - ours Exclusive Premium Plan Stand Out and Get Noticed - When you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you with Gold Caller ID All
Premium features included - Record calls, Who's browsing your profile, No ads - all-inclusive VIP support - all your requests will be answered to high priority Presenting Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold Everyone will see you with Gold Caller
ID' All Premium features included - Record call, who scanned your profile, No ads - all-inclusive VIP support - all your requests will be answered to the highest priority Introducing Truecaller Gold - our most exclusive premium plan to stand out and get noticed - when you subscribe to Truecaller Gold, everyone will see you
with Gold Caller ID' All Premium features included - Call Recording Who viewed your profile, no ads - all-inclusive VIP support - all your queries will be answered to high priority WhatsApp calls will now appear in your call log, so you can easily call people from Truecaller! Other improvements: The bug is fixed, which
caused duplicate entries in the call log Improving Design for SMS Messages Various fixes of call entry errors and improvements to WhatsApp calls will now be displayed in your call log, so you can easily call people from Truecaller! Other improvements: Crash fixed what happened when entering the details of the viewing
error fixed that added country code when dialing short numbers and free numbers Design improvements for SMS-messages Introduced a new version of the block - block by code of the country - Design improvements for SMS-messages Record call zero seconds will not be saved more Introduced new block option -
block by country code - Design improvements for SMS messages - Call code zero seconds will not be saved Truecaller! Now you can record important calls at the touch of a button. Just click on the floating recording button to record the call. Try it now and tell us how you like itNote: Record the call is free for 14 days and
then needs a Premium to continue recording the records saved only on your phoneBug fix: SMS ringtone error is fixed Easier to insert a copied number into the set Introducing a record call in Truecaller! Now you can record important calls at the touch of a button. Just click on the floating recording button to record the
call. Try now and tell us how you like itNote: Recording calls is free for 14 days and then needs a Premium to continue recording Records are saved only on your phoneBug fix: The error that caused the wrong If the call lock doesn't work, install as the default The app should fix the problem by presenting a record call in
Truecaller! Now you can record important calls at the touch of a button. Just click on the floating recording button to record the call. Try now and tell us how you like itNote: Recording calls is free for 14 days and then needs a Premium to continue recording Records are saved only on your phone Now you can get a
notification when someone is looking for you on Truecaller. Visit Who's Reviewing My Profile and switch it to Pro to enable it. With Love, the Truecaller team now you can get a notification when someone is looking for you on Truecaller. Visit Who's Reviewing My Profile and switch it to Pro to enable it. With Love, Team
Truecaller - All New Block Sections - Now it's much easier to manage your blocklist Fixed Bug, which caused the SMS tag as read to not work from time to time - Now it's much easier to manage your blocklist Fixed error that caused the SMS mark to be read to not work from time to time - now it's much easier to manage
your block-list Fixed bug that caused T9 search not working at times without being able to send SMS to short codes - All new sections of the block - now much easier to manage your block-fixing error that caused T9 search not working at times without being able to send SMS to short codes - All new sections of the block
- now much easier to manage your block-fixing error that caused T9 search not working at times without being able to send SMS to short codes - All new sections of the block - now much easier to manage your block-fixing Manage your block list Fixed error that caused T9 search to not work from time to time Fixed bug
stuck while trying to sign up Fixed bug that caused SMS sending stuck Stuck Fixed error that caused stuck on app screen optimization when restarting Fixed bug that caused ringtone change after call blocked sending to get stuck Fixed error that caused stuck on app screen optimization that caused the ringtone to
change after the call is blocked by major speed improvements, including the launch of the app, downloading the call history, SMS downloading Fixed error that caused the jam on the app's screen optimization when restarting Fixed error that caused the ringtone to change after the call is blocked Major speed
improvements, including the launch of the app and the download of the call history Major performance improvements for SMS Inbox Including launching the app and downloading the call history Major Performance Improvements for SMS Inbox Fixed error that caused the contact to fail at times Fixed error that caused an
empty profile name when registering to use Googles Fixed Error, which caused a blank error when registering with Googles Major Speed Improvements, including the launch of the app and the download of the call history Speed improvements throughout the app Error corrected, which caused old SMS to appear as new
SMS notifications Easier to send SMS to 3 digits of the number Major improvements in SMS detection spam Improving performance when downloading SMS Backup now includes a white list of numbers Major improvements in SMS-detection spam Improving performance when downloading SMS to not get a get
Performance improvements when downloading SMS- Error fixed that caused MMS to fail the occasional bug fix: Notice issue on Xiaomi devicesBug fix: The problem with hiding ads for Pro usersAlso, Truecaller Backup here! Back up your contacts, call history, block list and google Drive settings Recovery when re-
installing Truecaller or switch to a new phone Bug Fix: Notice problem on XiaomiBug devices to fix : Problem with hiding ads for pro usersAlso, Truecaller Backup is here! Back up your contacts, call history, block list and settings for Google Drive' Recovery when re-installing Truecaller or switch to a new phone Bug fix:
Notice question on Xiaomi devicesBug fix: The problem with hiding ads for Pro usersAlso, Truecaller Backup here! : Chrome glitch is fixed in this version of Also, Truecaller Backup here! Backing up your contacts, call history, block list and settings for Google Drive Recovery when re-installing Truecaller or switch to a new
phone Bug Fix Fixed: Notifications for multiple SMS are being formatted better Best search experience with lots of search numbers Improved spam detection with lots of numbers Fixed: Slow when SMS opening : Photo MMS will now appear with the correct orientation to avoid a call, Before the call is blockedBetter
search experience with a lot of numbers searchableImproved spam detection with a lot of numbers Fixed: Slowness at the opening SMSFixed: Photo MMS will now appear with the correct orientationGest improvements in the blocking to avoid the call before the call is blockedBetter search experience with a lot of
numbers searchimpable spam detection with more : Slowness when opening SMS Corrected: Photo To avoid a call before the call is blocked Best Search Experience with a lot of numbers searchable Improved spam detection with more numbers Significant improvements in blocking to avoid the call before the call is
blockedVarious crashes fixedBetter search experience with a lot of numbers searchableImproved spam detection with lots of numbers Significant improvement to avoid call searchableImfimcontroverted spam detection with a large number of numbers - the ability to send SMS to people in one go , set a signature for your
SMS messages A few bug fixes and improvementsEarlier updates: Improved protection against unwanted SMS Many new topics, Pitch Black Spam Folder - Keep all your junk SMS spam from your inbox :* improved From Junk SMS Many new topics including Pitch Black Spam Folder - keep all your junk SMS spam from
your inbox The ability to send SMS to several people in one go Set a signature for YOUR SMS messages Multiple error fixes and improvementsEarlier updates: Improved protection against unwanted SMS Many new topics, including Pitch Black Spam Folder - Keep all your junk spam SMS from your inbox to his name on
Truecaller's Improved Spam Protection SMS Various fixedEarlier update errors: Many new themes including Pitch Black Spam Folder - keep all your junk Spam SMS from your Truecaller PRO inbox is now a recurring subscription - no need to pay every month - Now scan any number with your camera and find your
name on Truecaller Improved spam protection SMS Various fixedEarlier error :* Many new topics including Pitch Black and Spam Folder - keep all your junk SPAM SMS from your Truecaller PRO inbox now recurring subscriptions - no need to pay every month - Improving battery consumption and memory Various bug
fixes and improvementsEarlier update: - Spam Folder - keep all your junk spam from your sms from your inbox- Many new topics, including Pitch Black - Truecaller PRO's now repetitive subscriptions - no need to pay every month - Improving battery consumption and memory Various bug fixes and improvementsEarlier
update:- Spam Folder - keep all your junk SPAM SMS from your inbox- Many new topics including Pitch Black- Truecaller PRO are currently recurring subscriptions - don't need to pay every month Introducing Google Duo Calling Video! Now make video calls from Truecaller using Google Duo. Call all your friends at the
touch of a button! Other updates:- Reducing memory usage and app-SIM size indicator added to caller ID- Added option to insert number into dial-pad-fixes for right-left languages Another packaged release feature that has rocked your way! Spam Folder - Keep all your unwanted spam SMS from your inbox Many more
beautiful new themes including Pitch Black' new option to mark everything like read in the block tab and missed call notifications Option to block from incoming Flash Truecaller PRO are currently recurring subscriptions - no need to pay every month Truecaller 8 delivers another amazing set of features! Send in your
review and let us know what you think! / With lots of love, Truecaller Team Truecaller 8 delivers another set of amazing features! Requested improvements by our fans Battery Problems fixed, now super energy efficientSend in your review and let us know what you think!/ With a lot of love, Truecaller Team Store Release
Notes The ability to send SMS to multiple people in one go Set a signature for SMS messages Multiple error fixes and improvementsEarlier updates: Improved protection against unwanted SMS Many new topics including
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